INTRODUCTION
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary hepatic malignancy and the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide ([@B1][@B2]). It typically originates from the cirrhotic liver ([@B3][@B4]), with 2--8% of cirrhosis patients developing HCC each year ([@B5]). Recent guidelines, including those of the European Association for the Study of the Liver and European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EASL-EORTC), the American Association for the Study of Liver Disease (AASLD), and the Korean Liver Cancer Study Group and the National Cancer Center (KLCSG-NCC), allow for the noninvasive diagnosis of HCC using contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or ultrasonography (US) on the basis of its typical imaging features ([@B2][@B6][@B7][@B8][@B9]). The hallmark imaging features of HCC are arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) and portal/delayed washout, which represent the characteristic vascular profile of HCC on dynamic CT or MRI ([@B8][@B9][@B10][@B11]). However, approximately 40% of HCCs do not demonstrate these imaging findings, resulting in a low sensitivity of imaging tests for the diagnosis of HCC ([@B12]). Indeed, these HCCs with atypical imaging features remain a huge diagnostic challenge for radiologists today. Moreover, in at-risk patients, there can be many HCC mimickers such as intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC), combined HCC-cholangiocarcinoma (cHCC-CC), arterioportal (AP) shunt, and hemangioma. Therefore, precise differentiation of HCCs from these mimickers on preoperative imaging studies would be of great clinical importance, guiding the appropriate treatment strategy.

In this article, we will review the typical and various atypical imaging features of HCCs as well as the imaging features of its mimickers on dynamic CT and MRI, and then discuss how we may solve these challenging cases in clinical practice.

Typical Imaging Features of HCC
===============================

The typical imaging features of HCC mainly originate from the histopathologic characteristics of nodular progressed HCCs rather than those of early HCCs. Among the many pathophysiologic alterations that may occur during hepatocarcinogenesis, neovascularization is the most important component that helps to provide the characteristic imaging features of progressed HCCs ([@B13]). Progressed HCCs receive their blood supply from unpaired arteries rather than portal veins ([@B14]), and venous drainage occurs through the portal veins rather than the hepatic veins ([@B15]). Therefore, on dynamic CT and MRI, progressed HCCs typically show APHE followed by washout appearance on the portal or delayed phases ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). According to the Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS), APHE is defined as relative hyperenhancement in comparison with the surrounding liver parenchyma, and washout is defined as a non-peripheral, visually assessed temporal reduction in the degree of enhancement relative to composite liver tissue, resulting in hypoenhancement in the portal venous or delayed phases ([@B16]). To the contrary, however, early HCCs commonly show hypovascularity on dynamic CT and MRI owing to insufficient neovascularization and decreased portal blood supply ([@B17]).

HCCs can also show several other characteristic imaging features that may be helpful in their differentiation from other benign liver lesions ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). First, tumor capsules are observed in approximately 70% of progressed HCCs with expansile growth ([@B18][@B19]). The capsule appearance is defined as a peripheral rim enhancement observed in the portal venous or delayed phases of contrast-enhanced CT or MRI ([@B13]). This capsular appearance should be differentiated from rim enhancement that is only seen in the arterial phase, which is common in cholangiocarcinoma (CC) or metastases from adenocarcinoma.

The nodule-in-nodule architecture is another characteristic histologic and radiologic feature of HCC. It is defined as the presence of a smaller inner nodule with different imaging features from the larger outer nodule, suggesting the presence of a progressed HCC portion within a dysplastic nodule (DN) or an early HCC ([@B20]). Similarly, the mosaic architecture is also an important characteristic imaging feature of large HCCs. This imaging feature refers to the presence of randomly distributed internal nodules or compartments usually separated by fibrous septations, showing different attenuation, signal intensity (SI), and enhancement pattern ([@B21][@B22]) ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Vascular invasion is also common in large and/or high-grade HCCs, and thrombosis in the portal vein is reported to occur in 44--62.8% of large HCCs ([@B23]). A tumor thrombus can be identified by its contiguity with the primary tumor and shows a tendency toward an expansile feature, enlargement of thrombosed vessels, and increased neovascularity, resulting in contrast enhancement ([@B24]).

Furthermore, during hepatocarcinogenesis, increased cell density and small cell changes are inevitable processes that result in T2 high SI and diffusion restriction on MRI ([@B25]). Fat accumulation within tumors also occurs during hepatocarcinogenesis, although the intralesional fat component is most frequently observed in early HCCs rather than in progressed HCCs ([@B26]). In this regard, T1-weighted gradient echo imaging or chemical shift imaging may detect this intralesional fat more sensitively than CT ([@B13]). Organic anion transporting polypeptide (OATP) expression, on the other hand, gradually decreases as a nodule progresses from a cirrhotic nodule to a progressed HCC ([@B13]). Thus, many high-grade DNs and HCCs show low SI on the hepatobiliary phase (HBP) of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI owing to this decreased expression of OATP ([@B27][@B28]).

In many major guidelines, APHE and washout on portal or delayed phase are considered to be essential for a noninvasive diagnosis of HCC on either contrast-enhanced CT or MRI ([@B8][@B9][@B10][@B11]). However, for gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, the diagnostic criteria for HCC are slightly different across these guidelines: the AASLD, EASL-EORTC, and LI-RADS guidelines recommend that washout should be determined on the portal venous phase while the Asian Pacific Association for the Study of the Liver (APASL) and KLCSG-NCC guidelines permit HBP hypoenhancement as an alternative sign to washout. This discrepancy mainly stems from the different designs of HCC imaging systems across various geographic areas ([@B29]): in Europe and North America, the diagnostic criteria are intentionally designed to achieve high specificity rather than high sensitivity for the diagnosis of a definite HCC while diagnostic criteria in Asia pursue high sensitivity for the detection of HCCs ([@B10][@B30]).

HCCs with Atypical Imaging Features
===================================

Non-Hypervascular HCCs
----------------------

One of the problematic diagnostic challenges that radiologists face today is the non-hypervascular hepatic nodule detected in at-risk patients ([@B9][@B31]). Considering the multistep hepatocarcinogenesis, most DNs and early HCCs tend to show hypovascularity on dynamic imaging studies due to decreased portal supplies and insufficient neovascularization ([@B13][@B28]) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The international consensus group for HCC ([@B17]) and the World Health Organization ([@B32]) defines an "early HCC" as a cancer composed of well-differentiated tumor cells \< 2 cm in size, with poorly defined margins, and of the vaguely nodular type. Early HCCs also show more favorable biologic features at pathologic examination and have a lower risk for recurrence after treatment than small progressed HCCs ([@B13][@B33]). Therefore, it is imperative to detect and treat early HCCs in at-risk patients before they become progressed HCCs ([@B34]).

Although early HCCs may more frequently show APHE and washout on dynamic imaging studies and low SI on the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI compared to DNs, these features alone would be insufficient to accurately differentiate early HCCs from DNs ([@B28]). Nevertheless, several studies have reported that ancillary features such as size larger than 15 mm, low SI on T1-weighted imaging (T1WI), high SI on T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), and diffusion restriction on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) may improve radiologists\' diagnostic accuracy in distinguishing early HCCs from DNs ([@B22][@B26][@B35]) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, in hypovascular nodules with low SI on the HBP, diffusion restriction on DWI was shown to be strongly related to progression to hypervascular HCCs within a few years ([@B36]).

HCCs with the Targetoid Appearance
----------------------------------

The targetoid appearance refers to a target-like morphology that reflects peripheral hypercellularity and central fibrosis or ischemia within the tumor ([@B21]). On imaging studies, the peripheral enhancement of tumors is determined by either the amount of the fibrotic component within the tumors or central necrosis/ischemia in more aggressive tumors ([@B37]). Among the HCC variants, those with more fibrotic components than classical HCCs include HCCs expressing stemness-related markers and scirrhous HCCs ([@B38]). On the other hand, central ischemia or necrosis in biologically aggressive tumors such as poorly differentiated HCCs or sarcomatoid HCCs may also result in the targetoid appearance ([@B39][@B40][@B41]). In addition, large HCCs (≥ 5 cm) also frequently show the targetoid appearance on imaging studies due to heterogeneous internal contents, including necrotic content ([@B42][@B43]).

Scirrhous HCCs, in particular, show even more fibrotic components than HCCs expressing stemness-related markers on pathologic examinations. Interestingly, according to recent studies, both HCCs expressing stemness-related markers and scirrhous HCCs were shown to frequently express many hepatic stem/progenitor cell (HPC) markers such as keratin 19, cluster of differentiation 133, and epithelial cell adhesion molecule ([@B44][@B45]). In addition, these HPC markers are now considered to be involved in the fibrogenesis of the tumor ([@B45][@B46]) and the aggressive tumor behavior including microvascular invasion, infiltrative growth, and poor prognosis ([@B44][@B45]). Recent pathologic studies have suggested that HCCs expressing stemness-related markers, scirrhous HCCs, and cHCC-CCs may be located somewhere between HCC and CC if primary hepatic malignancies were classified according to cellular differentiation ([@B47][@B48][@B49]).

As for its radiologic features, according to a recent study by Jeong et al. ([@B50]), HCCs expressing stemness-related markers showed nonexpanding morphology on dynamic MRI, along with a persistent or progressive enhancement pattern, less frequent nodule-in-nodule appearances, and higher SI on DWI compared to classical HCCs. Furthermore, on gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, HCCs expressing stemness-related markers more frequently showed hyperintensity on DWI and hypointensity on the HBP compared to HCCs that did not express stemness-related markers ([@B50]).

Scirrhous HCCs, on the other hand, frequently show peripheral rim-like contrast enhancement on arterial and portal phases and prolonged delayed enhancement of the central region on dynamic CT and MRI ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B46][@B51][@B52]). Although the targetoid appearance on the HBP defined as peripheral low SI compared to the central portion is a common imaging feature of ICC, approximately 80% of scirrhous HCCs also showed this characteristic feature ([@B53]). Nevertheless, it is critical to distinguish scirrhous HCCs from ICCs on preoperative imaging since the respective treatment strategies are vastly different. In this regard, Choi et al. ([@B54]) proved in their study that the presence of T2 central darkness, a capsule, and septum on MRI are statistically significant features of scirrhous HCCs in comparison with ICCs ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, Park et al. ([@B53]) demonstrated that the proportion (≥ 20%) of hyperenhancement on the arterial phase is a helpful feature in distinguishing scirrhous HCCs from ICCs. As mentioned above, not only fibrosis but also central ischemia can induce the targetoid appearance. During hepatocarcinogenesis, arterial flow through unpaired arteries increases in the early stage (well-differentiated HCC to moderately differentiated HCC), but arterial blood supply decreases when moderately differentiated HCCs progress to poorly differentiated HCCs ([@B39]). Nakachi et al. ([@B55]) also demonstrated that the nonenhancing area within tumors on the arterial phase was more frequently observed in poorly differentiated HCCs than in well- or moderately differentiated HCCs. Moreover, according to Zhao et al. ([@B56]), the absence of the washout appearance, tortuous tumor vessels, and presence of bile duct dilatation were more favorable for ICCs than for poorly differentiated HCCs on dynamic CT.

In contrast, among HCC variants, sarcomatous HCCs showed a necrotic tendency since the tumor neovascularization rate could not keep up with the growth rate of sarcomatous components composed of poorly differentiated cells. On CT or MRI, sarcomatous HCCs appear as hypovascular tumors with rim-like enhancement and seldom show the typical APHE and washout ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B40][@B41]). In a similar vein, large HCCs (≥ 5 cm) often show relatively large amount of necrosis and hemorrhage in their internal contents. Consequently, large HCCs could show LR-M (probably or definitely malignant but not HCC specific) features such as peripheral enhancement with centripetal fill-in on CT or MRI ([@B42][@B43]). Hwang et al. ([@B43]) demonstrated that capsule, septum, and T2 hyperintense foci were more frequently observed in large HCCs than in ICCs on gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI. They also commented that biliary dilatation and surface retraction were less frequently identified in large HCCs than in ICCs ([@B43]).

Finally, according to LI-RADS, tumors with rim enhancement on the arterial phase should be categorized as LR-M. This observation has been confirmed by a recent study, in which approximately 60% of LR-M observations were proven to be non-HCC malignancies whereas 32% were HCCs ([@B37]). Therefore, when we encounter HCCs with the targetoid appearance, histological evaluation is warranted for a confirmative diagnosis.

Fibrolamellar HCCs
------------------

Although fibrolamellar HCCs also contain fibrotic components within the tumors, their fibrotic tissue forms a central scar with radiating septa within the tumors and is often accompanied by central calcifications. Since fibrolamellar HCCs mainly occur in young adults (usually in the third decade) without underlying cirrhosis or chronic liver disease ([@B57][@B58]), typical imaging features of HCCs such as cirrhosis, vascular invasion, or multifocal disease are uncommon in fibrolamellar carcinoma ([@B59]).

On imaging studies, a fibrolamellar HCC is observed as a large, heterogeneous tumor with a lobulated margin, a central stellate scar in 65--70% of cases, and calcification in 40--68% of cases ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B60][@B61]). Therefore, the imaging features of fibrolamellar carcinoma can overlap with those of other scar-producing lesions, including focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH), hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) and carcinoma, hemangioma, metastases, and CC ([@B59]). Fibrolamellar HCCs usually show heterogeneous enhancement of the tumor with delayed enhancement of the central scar and radiating septa instead of peripheral rim-like enhancement on dynamic CT and MRI ([@B59]). In addition, unlike classical HCCs, APHE and washout are uncommon in fibrolamellar HCCs. Rather, they have central scars with low SI on both T1- and T2WI as well as low SI on the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, different from FNH ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B60][@B62][@B63]).

Infiltrative HCCs and Intraductal Growing HCCs
----------------------------------------------

Infiltrative HCCs, which account for 7% to 13% of all HCCs ([@B64][@B65]), usually show a diffuse and permeative appearance and have ill-defined and invasive borders probably due to their invasive nature. Portal vein tumor thrombosis (PVTT) is a characteristic feature of infiltrative HCCs on imaging studies, with its frequency ranging from 68% to 100% ([@B65][@B66]). PVTT can be a primary imaging feature of infiltrative HCCs since the demarcation of the main mass is usually unclear ([@B67]). Since PVTT can affect the hemodynamics of the tumor, infiltrative HCCs may not exhibit the typical imaging features of HCCs such as APHE or washout. In this situation, the correct diagnosis of infiltrative HCCs may be difficult. However, several studies have proven that a combined interpretation using the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI and DWI may be helpful in diagnosing infiltrative HCCs ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B67][@B68]). In addition, although HCC is the most common hepatic tumor associated with tumors in veins, the differential diagnosis should include ICC and, rarely, other malignancies. Since imaging criteria to distinguish HCCs with tumors in veins from other cancers with tumors in veins has not yet been developed, multidisciplinary discussion is recommended to individualize the workup for the management of these patients ([@B7]).

An intraductal growing appearance or bile duct invasion is rarely observed in HCCs, with a reported incidence ranging from only 1.2% to 9% ([@B69][@B70]). Patients with intraductal growing HCCs frequently show obstructive jaundice with initial symptoms similar to intraductal CCs. However, the prognosis is quite different between the two disease entities: intraductal CCs usually show a favorable prognosis after complete surgical resection ([@B71]) whereas the intraductal growth pattern or bile duct invasion predominantly occurs in the advanced stage of HCCs ([@B69]). Therefore, it would be vital to differentiate intraductal growing HCCs from intraductal CCs. According to Jung et al. ([@B72]), the presence of a parenchymal mass, liver cirrhosis, and hyperenhancement of intraductal tumor on the arterial phase of dynamic CT can suggest intraductal growing HCCs rather than intraductal CCs ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, laboratory data such as elevated alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) levels may also be useful to correctly diagnose intraductal growing HCCs ([@B73]).

Mimickers of HCC on Imaging Studies
===================================

Malignant Lesions
-----------------

### Intrahepatic Mass-Forming Cholangiocarcinoma

ICC is a primary hepatic adenocarcinoma that arises from the biliary epithelium ([@B74]) and shares several risk factors with HCC such as chronic viral hepatitis or liver cirrhosis ([@B75]). However, since its treatment strategy is quite different from that of HCC, correct differentiation of intrahepatic mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma (IMCC) from HCC on imaging studies is of critical importance. As for imaging characteristics, small IMCCs tend to show homogeneous arterial enhancement on imaging studies owing to the large number of tumor cells and lack of fibrotic tissue ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B76][@B77]). This imaging feature could mimic HCCs, especially in patients with liver cirrhosis or chronic liver disease ([@B77][@B78]). When the tumor size increases, fibrotic tissue and necrosis will also increase, and IMCCs may then show peripheral arterial enhancement and a delayed fill-in pattern ([Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B78][@B79][@B80]). According to recent studies, ICCs originate from two topographically and histologically different cholangiocytes: mucin-producing cholangiocytes located in large bile ducts (large duct-type), and non-mucin--producing cholangiocytes with bipotential HPCs located in intrahepatic bile ductules or Canals of Hering (small duct-type) ([@B81][@B82]). On dynamic MRI, large duct-type ICC presents the typical arterial peripheral enhancement and delayed concentric fill-in pattern whereas small duct-type ICC frequently shows diffuse or nodular enhancement on the arterial phase and washout on the delayed phase ([@B78][@B81]).

On extracellular agent-enhanced MRI and CT, IMCCs seldom show delayed washout than HCCs, although substantial proportions of small HCCs and IMCCs still presented similar enhancement patterns ([@B83][@B84]). On gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, however, IMCCs could show washout on the transitional phase due to the strong enhancement of background liver ([@B85]). Therefore, in order to prevent the misdiagnosis of IMCC as HCC, LI-RADS, EASL-EORTC, and AASLD guidelines recommend that the washout appearance should be determined on the portal venous phase if gadoxetic acid is used ([@B86]). Although this criterion of portal washout can prevent the misdiagnosis of IMCC as HCC, it inevitably results in significantly lower sensitivity for the diagnosis of HCC ([@B85][@B86]).

Recent studies have demonstrated that the targetoid appearance on dynamic or HBP imaging as well as on DWI may also be useful for the differentiation of IMCCs from HCCs on gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI ([@B85][@B87]). Based on these study results, the KLCSG-NCC v2018 guidelines now include "washout" not only in the portal or transitional phase but also hypointensity on the HBP after applying the exclusion criteria of a targetoid appearance on gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI. Nevertheless, as the targetoid appearance may not be presented with small IMCCs on MRI, additional validation studies should be performed to ascertain the range of specificity that can be achieved with these diagnostic criteria.

### Combined Hepatocellular Carcinoma-Cholangiocarcinoma

cHCC-CC is an uncommon primary liver cancer containing unequivocal, intimately mixed components of both HCC and CC with a reported incidence of less than 1% among all primary liver cancers ([@B88]). Patients with cHCC-CCs generally show a worse prognosis than patients with HCCs ([@B89][@B90]) and are usually considered to be contraindicated for liver transplantation ([@B91]). Therefore, it would be critical to differentiate cHCC-CCs from HCCs on preoperative imaging studies.

On imaging, cHCC-CCs typically show a mixture of both HCC and CC imaging features as cHCC-CCs contain histological elements of both ([@B47]). In general, cHCC-CCs more frequently show enhancement patterns mimicking an ICC rather than a HCC on dynamic CT and MRI ([Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B92][@B93][@B94]). According to the study by Fowler et al. ([@B93]), cHCC-CCs generally showed intermediate imaging features somewhere between HCCs and CCs on dynamic CT and MRI.

In the differential diagnosis of cHCC-CC from HCC, Potretzke et el. ([@B95]) suggested that false-positive diagnoses of HCCs can be decreased using ancillary features. In this study, 54% (33/61) of cHCC-CCs showed the LI-RADS major imaging feature of HCC, which is APHE followed by washout and the capsule appearance. However, ancillary features such as the presence of marked diffusion restriction or the absence of an intralesional fat component allowed correct differentiation of cHCC-CC from HCC ([@B95][@B96]). Nevertheless, cHCC-CC is a heterogeneous disease entity that can be difficult to differentiate from HCC based on imaging studies alone. Recently, Jeon et al. ([@B97]) demonstrated that a substantial proportion of cHCC-CCs could be categorized as LR-5 (definitely HCC) or LR-4 (probably HCC) on gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI. Therefore, combined interpretation of imaging findings and tumor markers such as AFP and carbohydrate antigen (CA) 19-9 may be useful to diagnose cHCC-CC preoperatively ([Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B47][@B98][@B99]). For example, the diagnosis of cHCC-CC can be considered in the following situations: 1) imaging features favoring HCC with elevated CA 19-9 levels; 2) mixed imaging features of HCC and CC with elevated AFP and CA 19-9 levels; or 3) imaging features favoring CC with elevated AFP levels.

Benign Lesions
--------------

### Hemangioma

Typical imaging features of hemangiomas are peripheral globular or nodular enhancement similar to the enhancement of blood vessels, followed by centripetal fill-in enhancement on the portal venous phase ([@B100]). However, differentiating small fast-filling hemangiomas from small HCCs remains a diagnostic challenge. This is because small fast-filling hemangiomas tend to show lower attenuation than the portal vein in the portal venous phase ([@B101][@B102]), while small HCCs often show atypical enhancement patterns such as the absence of washout on the portal phase ([@B103]). Furthermore, fast-filling hemangiomas frequently show the "pseudo-washout" sign on the transitional phase of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI due to the uptake of hepatobiliary agents by the adjacent normal liver ([Fig. 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B102][@B104]). Indeed, pseudo-washout is a well-known cause of false-positive diagnoses of HCCs when washout on the transitional phase or low SI on the HBP are used as part of the diagnostic criteria ([@B86]). Therefore, according to the Japan Society of Hepatology guidelines, fast-filling hemangiomas should first be ruled out using another modality when radiologists encounter masses without washout ([@B105]). In addition, KLCSG-NCC v2018 guidelines also recommend that hemangioma should be ruled out using bright SI on T2WI and heavily T2WI ([Fig. 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, hemangiomas show high apparent diffusion coefficient values on DWI in contrast to HCCs, which typically show diffusion restriction ([@B106]).

### Hepatocellular Adenoma

Histologically, HCAs are composed of benign hepatocytes arranged in cord- or plate-like fashion with the plates separated by dilated sinusoids ([@B107]), and these sinusoids and feeding arteries can cause hypervascular imaging features. Poor connective tissue support is also associated with the hemorrhagic tendency of this tumor. Although HCA usually occurs in young women with a history of oral contraceptive use, it may still be difficult to differentiate HCAs from HCCs when they occur in the non-cirrhotic liver.

According to recent studies ([@B108][@B109][@B110]), HCAs can be categorized into four subtypes based on their genetic and pathologic features: inflammatory HCAs, hepatocyte nuclear factor (HNF)-1α-mutated HCAs, β-catenin-mutated HCAs, and unclassified HCAs that have no genetic abnormalities. Imaging features on MRI can play a key role in the diagnosis and subtype characterization of HCAs. Inflammatory HCAs frequently show low SI on T1WI, the absence of a signal drop on chemical shift images, diffuse high SI on T2WI, and a persistent enhancement pattern on MRI ([Fig. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B111][@B112]). Inflammatory HCAs could also show variable uptake in the HBP because several factors including sinusoidal dilatation, inflammatory component, and ductal reaction can result in low SI on the HBP, mainly at the periphery ([@B113]). On the other hand, Glockner et al. ([@B114]) recently reported that a considerable portion of inflammatory HCAs (33%, 9/27) showed peripheral hyperenhancement and central hypoenhancement on the HBP. These features also create the "atoll sign" on T2WI, which reflects its peripheral high SI ([@B115]). Persistent enhancement on dynamic imaging could be a key imaging feature to differentiate inflammatory HCAs from HCCs. However, according to Tse et al. ([@B116]), inflammatory HCAs did not show persistent enhancement on the transitional phase of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, probably due to background liver enhancement ([Fig. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). HNF-1α-mutated HCAs show hyper- or iso-SI on T1WI, a diffuse signal drop on chemical shift images, iso- or slightly hyper-SI on T2WI, weak APHE, hypo-SI on portal venous and delayed phases, and homogeneous hypo-SI on the HBP ([@B111][@B112]). The diffuse signal drop on chemical shift images is more suggestive for HNF-1-mutated HCAs than HCCs ([@B115]). β-catenin-mutated HCA usually shows variable imaging features such as homogeneous or heterogeneous hypervascularity with a persistent or non-persistent enhancement and variable SI on T1- and T2WI ([Fig. 13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B111]). Finally, at present, no characteristic imaging features of unclassified HCA have been demonstrated.

On gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, most HCAs show arterial enhancement and low SI on the transitional phase as mentioned above ([@B111][@B112][@B113]). Furthermore, according to a recent meta-analysis performed by Guo et al. ([@B117]), a pooled proportion of low SI on the HBP for HCAs was 89%. However, the capsule appearance on portal or delayed phases has been reported to be more common in HCCs than in HCAs (42--81% versus 31%) ([Figs. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B83][@B118][@B119][@B120]). Since the mosaic architecture is unusual in tumors other than HCCs ([@B22]), it could also be a useful imaging feature for differentiation between HCCs and HCAs ([Figs. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}, [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, although HCAs could show restricted diffusion on DWI, the absence of diffusion restriction suggests a benign rather than a malignant lesion ([Fig. 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B106][@B121]). Nevertheless, it would still be difficult to distinguish early HCCs from HCAs in the cirrhotic liver unless the lesion shows capsule formation and a mosaic architecture.

### Focal Nodular Hyperplasia

Hepatic FNH is a benign nodular lesion without malignant potential that frequently occurs in middle-aged women without liver cirrhosis. It is composed of benign-appearing hepatocytes separated by radiating fibrous cords originating from a central scar ([@B122]). A typical FNH presents as an area of homogeneous arterial hyperenhancement with central scar enhancement on the later phases of dynamic CT or MRI ([Fig. 14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}). FNH typically shows iso- or hypo-SI on T1WI, slightly hyper- or iso-SI on T2WI, and a hyper-SI central scar on T2WI ([Fig. 14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B122]). On gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI, although the large central scar could present with low SI on the HBP ([@B123]), most FNHs show iso- or hyper-SI on the HBP owing to the presence of functioning hepatocytes ([Fig. 14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B124]). In addition, FNH sometimes shows ring- or doughnut-like enhancement on the HBP due to hyperplastic hepatocytes in the central portion with decreased OATP expression ([@B125]). Although most HCCs show low SI on the HBP, approximately 5--12% of HCCs consisting of moderately differentiated tumor cells with OATP overexpression also show hyperenhancement on the HBP ([@B22]). Thus, it is necessary for radiologists to differentiate FNHs from HCCs with hyperenhancement on HBP images. In order to correctly differentiate these HCCs from FNHs, ancillary features such as focal defects in contrast uptake, a hypointense rim on the HBP, and absence of a central scar or radiating septa may be useful ([@B22][@B126]). Despite these attempts, radiologists can easily misdiagnose a FNH as a LR-4 lesion when FNHs show APHE on MRI ([@B127]), especially in patients with chronic liver disease or liver cirrhosis.

Finally, FNH-like nodules can be commonly seen in the cirrhotic liver and are associated with conditions showing abnormal hepatic perfusion such as Budd-Chiari syndrome ([@B128]) or congenital heart disease ([@B129]). As this lesion is pathologically and immunohistochemically identical to classical FNH in the non-cirrhotic liver, imaging findings of FNH-like nodules would also be the same as those of FNH.

### Angiomyolipoma

Hepatic angiomyolipoma (AML) is a benign mesenchymal tumor that consists of blood vessels, smooth muscle cells, and a varying amount of fat (less than 10% to more than 90%) ([@B130]). It usually occurs in patients without liver cirrhosis. Although the presence of fat is a key imaging feature of AML, other hepatic lesions including HCC can also contain fat component. Since the imaging findings of AML and HCC are frequently very similar and 10--12% of HCCs occur in patients without liver cirrhosis ([@B131][@B132]), a distinction between these two entities would be quite difficult on preoperative imaging studies. For example, AMLs frequently show the washout appearance on portal phase as well as low SI on the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI ([Fig. 15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}). Lee et al. ([@B133]) demonstrated that an early draining vein and iso-SI on DWI were more frequently observed in AMLs than in HCCs ([Fig. 15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, Kim et al. ([@B134]) proved that AML showed more homogeneous low SI on the HBP than HCCs and that the tumor-to-spleen SI of AML on the HBP was lower than that of HCCs ([Fig. 15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}).

### Focal Eosinophilic Liver Disease

Focal eosinophilic liver disease, including focal eosinophilic infiltration and focal eosinophilic abscess, is an inflammatory hepatic lesion associated with various medical conditions such as parasite infections, allergic reactions, drug hypersensitivity, hypereosinophilic syndrome, and malignancies ([@B135]). This lesion usually shows a small ill-defined margin with low attenuation or SI on the portal venous phase of dynamic CT or MRI ([@B136]). Although focal eosinophilic infiltration frequently shows arterial enhancement, low SI on portal venous, transitional, and HBPs, and high SI on T2WI, it predominantly presents with iso-SI on T1WI and heterogeneous low SI with an ill-defined fuzzy margin on the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI ([@B135][@B137][@B138]). Therefore, these characteristic imaging findings and peripheral eosinophilia can help radiologists correctly differentiate focal eosinophilic liver disease from hepatic malignancies such as HCC.

### Hypervascular Pseudolesion

AP shunts are frequently observed as hypervascular pseudolesions in the cirrhotic liver. Communication routes for AP shunts are diverse and include the transsinusoidal, transvasal, peribiliary, and transtumoral routes ([@B139]). In particular, hypervascular tumors such as HCC and hemangioma can cause AP shunts through the transtumoral route. However, AP shunts associated with tumors are known to be more common in hemangiomas than in HCCs ([@B140]). On dynamic CT or MRI, the typical imaging findings of AP shunts include wedge-shaped homogeneous hypervascular lesions on the arterial phase, early enhancement of peripheral portal vein branches, isoattenuation or iso-SI to the liver with the absence of washout on portal and delayed phases, and subcapsular or peripheral location ([@B139][@B141]). When imaging findings of AP shunts are not typical or small HCCs exhibit an atypical enhancement pattern, features on the HBP of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI or DWI may be helpful. AP shunts usually show iso-SI on the HBP and no diffusion restriction on DWI, whereas HCCs usually show low SI on the HBP and diffusion restriction on DWI ([@B142][@B143]).

How to Deal with Challenging Cases
----------------------------------

Current practice guidelines of most major academic societies, including EASL-EORTC, APASL, AASLD, and KLCSG-NCC, allow for the noninvasive diagnosis of HCC for at-risk patients without biopsy when imaging tests exhibit the hallmark features of HCC. This is based on the high pre-test probability of HCC in high-risk patients and the high specificity and positive predictive value of these hallmark features on CT and MRI. However, according to these diagnostic guidelines, a definitive diagnosis of HCC cannot be made in tumors with atypical imaging features. Therefore, biopsy would be required for a confirmative diagnosis. In clinical practice, however, although lesions ≥ 1 cm have a substantial likelihood of being malignant ([@B31][@B144]), it is not always possible to perform percutaneous biopsy for indeterminate nodules in the cirrhotic liver, especially when they are located at unfavorable sites or barely visible on US or unenhanced CT. Moreover, biopsy may cause complications such as bleeding or track seeding and has the potential to yield false-negative results ([@B145]). According to the most recent AASLD guideline, biopsy is suggested only in select cases in which a diagnosis can affect the therapeutic decision-making ([@B7]). Instead of biopsy for indeterminate nodules, the AASLD guideline suggests several other options such as follow-up imaging or imaging with an alternative modality or contrast agent. Therefore, the importance of a multidisciplinary team approach should be stressed for hepatic nodules, particularly for LR-4 and LR-M lesions ≥ 1 cm, so as to develop a more patient-tailored management strategy ([@B7]).

Although most guidelines have only focused on distinguishing HCCs from non-HCC lesions, LI-RADS v2018 uses a non-binary decision algorithm covering the whole spectrum of lesions seen in the liver. With LI-RADS, hepatic lesions can be classified according to their relative probability of being benign or an HCC (LR-1 to LR-5), or another hepatic malignant neoplasm (i.e., LR-M) on the basis of CT, MRI, or contrast-enhanced US findings. Furthermore, it also incorporates ancillary imaging features that can modulate the likelihood of malignancy versus benign tumors and of HCC versus non-HCC malignancies. Ancillary features favoring HCC include a non-enhancing "capsule," nodule-in-nodule architecture, mosaic architecture, and intralesional fat or blood products while a feature favoring non-HCC malignancy is the targetoid appearance ([@B2]). In addition, ancillary features favoring a malignancy, not HCC, include restricted diffusion on DWI, mild-to-moderate high SI on T2WI, and low SI on HBP. These ancillary features allow us to use the multiparametric capability of MRI for the diagnosis of HCC, thereby resulting in an improved diagnostic performance. By virtue of these merits of multiparametric MRI, LI-RADS can resolve issues regarding atypically enhancing HCCs and differentiate HCC mimickers from HCCs in clinical practice. Using the non-binary LI-RADS classification system, radiologists can categorize the likelihood of HCCs and more confidently diagnose HCCs using the above-mentioned ancillary imaging features, although a definite diagnosis of HCC cannot be made without the major HCC features ([@B146]). For example, in cases of non-hypervascular early HCCs, ancillary features such as high SI on T2WI, diffusion restriction, and low SI on HBP can be used to upgrade LR-3 (intermediate probability of malignancy) to LR-4 which would be helpful in achieving a correct diagnosis ([@B147]). In addition, if a tumor exhibits the targetoid appearance, which is a suggestive feature for LR-M assignment, radiologists should include an atypical HCC as well as a non-HCC malignancy in their differential diagnosis. However, problems still remain with LI-RADS in the application of ancillary features favoring malignancy, not HCC in particular. For example, although HBP hypoenhancement and restricted diffusion are highly prevalent in malignancies and are strong indicators of malignancy ([@B148]), there is no clear distinction in the prevalence and importance of each feature in HCC and non-HCC malignancies in LI-RADS ([@B16]). Therefore, hierarchical weighting of each ancillary feature would prove beneficial ([@B16]).

Furthermore, as a large HCC seldom shows the hallmark features of HCC such as APHE and washout, but rather presents imaging findings favoring LR-M criteria, including rim APHE and delayed central enhancement, atypical large HCCs can be frequently categorized as LR-M instead of LR-4 or LR-5. Therefore, the differential diagnosis of LR-M should include large HCC with atypical imaging features as well as IMCC and cHCC-CC in the context of high HCC prevalence ([@B16][@B37]). Further refinements of the diagnostic criteria in the major guidelines, including LI-RADS, are still warranted to better discriminate non-HCC malignancies from HCCs.

CONCLUSION
==========

When clinicians or radiologists encounter challenging cases in the cirrhotic liver, a careful interpretation should be performed using multiparametric imaging, including T2WI, HBP, and DWI, in addition to the relative enhancement pattern seen on dynamic CT or MRI. In addition, the application of ancillary features following the LI-RADS diagnostic algorithm would be helpful in making a correct diagnosis in HCCs with atypical features while decreasing false-positive diagnoses. Finally, if the imaging features and laboratory findings still remain insufficient to determine the proper treatment strategy, it would be important to have a multidisciplinary team discussion for these liver lesions so as to develop a more patient-tailored approach for these difficult cases.
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![50-year-old man with HCC and hepatitis B-related cirrhosis.\
**(A)** T2WI shows hyperintense mass in segment VI of liver. Mass shows hyperenhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and definite washout on **(C)** portal venous and **(D)** transitional phase images of gadoxetic acid-enhanced liver MRI. Capsule appearance (arrow), internal septum (thin arrows), and mosaic architecture are also noted on portal venous and transitional phase images. **(E)** Mass is hypointense on HBP image. HBP = hepatobiliary phase, HCC = hepatocellular carcinoma, T2WI = T2-weighted imaging](kjr-20-1019-g001){#F1}

![55-year-old man with early HCC and hepatitis B-related cirrhosis.\
Nodule in segment V of liver is hypointense relative to adjacent liver parenchyma on **(A)** precontrast T1WI. Nodule shows no definite enhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image. Nodule is heterogeneous but mostly hypointense on **(C)** HBP image and isointense on **(D)** T2WI. Lesion (arrows) shows hyperintensity on **(E)** DWI (b = 800 sec/mm^2^) and hypointensity on **(F)** apparent diffusion coefficient map, suggesting restricted diffusion. DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging, T1WI= T1-weighted imaging](kjr-20-1019-g002){#F2}

![52-year-old woman with scirrhous HCC and hepatitis B-related cirrhosis.\
4.5-cm mass in segment VI of liver shows rim-like enhancement on **(A)** arterial phase image and peripheral washout with enhancing capsule (arrow) on **(B)** delayed phase image. Mass shows hypointensity on **(C)** HBP image and heterogeneous hyperintensity with central dark area (thin arrows) on **(D)** T2WI. **(E)** DWI (b = 800 sec/mm^2^) shows targetoid appearance characterized by restricted diffusion in periphery and less restricted diffusion in center.](kjr-20-1019-g003){#F3}

![53-year-old man with sarcomatous HCC and hepatitis B-related cirrhosis.\
**A.** Arterial phase image of gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI shows hypovascular mass with peripheral rim-like enhancement (arrow). **B.** Mass shows progressive centripetal enhancement (arrow) and enhancing septae (thin arrows) on transitional phase image.](kjr-20-1019-g004){#F4}

![Gadoxetic acid-enhanced magnetic resonance images of fibrolamellar HCC in 34-year-old woman without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI shows large, heterogeneous mass with hypointense central scar (thin arrows). **(B)** Arterial and **(C)** portal venous phase images show progressive enhancement pattern. **D.** Mass is mostly hypointense on HBP image.](kjr-20-1019-g005){#F5}

![55-year-old man with infiltrative HCC and B-related cirrhosis.\
**A.** T2WI shows infiltrative mass (arrow) in right hepatic lobe with portal vein tumor thrombosis (thin arrow). **B.** Arterial phase image shows mild enhancement in ill-defined mass (arrow) as well as tumor thrombi (thin arrow). **C.** Mass (arrow) and tumor thrombi (thin arrow) demonstrate subtle washout on portal venous phase image. **(D)** HBP and **(E)** DWIs (b = 1000 sec/mm^2^) well depict both mass (arrows) and portal vein tumor thrombosis (thin arrows).](kjr-20-1019-g006){#F6}

![Intraductal growing HCC in 64-year-old man without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI shows intraductal growing mass (arrow) at proximal bile duct with peripheral intrahepatic bile duct dilatation and ill-defined parenchymal tumor (arrowheads) in right posterior segment of liver. Intraductal lesion (arrows) shows heterogeneous enhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and washout on **(C)** portal venous phase image. Hepatic parenchymal lesion (arrowheads) also shows similar enhancement pattern to intraductal lesion.](kjr-20-1019-g007){#F7}

![59-year-old man with intrahepatic mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma and chronic hepatitis B.\
**(A)** T2WI shows hyperintense nodule (arrow) in left lobe of liver. Nodule (arrows) demonstrates definite enhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and isointensity on **(C)** portal venous phase image. **D.** HBP image demonstrates hypointensity of lesion (arrow).](kjr-20-1019-g008){#F8}

![Intrahepatic mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma in 70-year-old woman without underlying liver disease.\
In left hepatic lobe, there is large mass with peripheral enhancement (arrow) on **(A)** arterial phase image and centripetal enhancement on **(B)** delayed phase image. **C.** On HBP image, targetoid appearance characterized by marked hypointensity in periphery with mild hypointensity in center is noted. **D.** On DWI (b = 800 sec/mm^2^), mass also shows targetoid appearance of central hypointensity with peripheral hyperintensity (arrow).](kjr-20-1019-g009){#F9}

![52-year-old man with cHCC-CC and chronic hepatitis B.\
**A.** Arterial phase image shows mass with peripheral enhancement (arrow) in segment VII of liver. **B.** Mass shows centripetal enhancement on transitional phase image. **C.** Note targetoid appearance on HBP image. Although peripheral rim-like hyperenhancement on arterial phase and targetoid appearance on HBP suggest high probability of non-HCC malignancies such as intrahepatic mass-forming cholangiocarcinoma or cHCC-CC, normal carbohydrate antigen 19-9 and elevated alpha-fetoprotein (289.9 ng/mL) levels suggest high probability of cHCC-CC in this patient. cHCC-CC = combined HCC-cholangiocarcinoma](kjr-20-1019-g010){#F10}

![48-year-old woman with hemangioma and chronic hepatitis B.\
**A.** Nodule (arrow) shows prominent enhancement on arterial phase image. Note relative hypointensity of nodule (arrows) due to gadoxetic acid uptake by adjacent liver parenchyma on **(B)** transitional phase image ("pseudo-washout" sign) and dark signal intensity on **(C)** HBP image. **D.** T2WI depicts bright signal intensity of lesion (arrow).](kjr-20-1019-g011){#F11}

![Inflammatory HCA in 36-year-old woman without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI shows hyperintense nodule (arrow) in segment VIII of liver. Lesion (arrows) shows prominent enhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and iso-signal intensity on **(C)** portal venous phase image. **D.** Note relatively low signal intensity of lesion (arrow) on transitional phase image. **E.** Nodule (arrow) shows low signal intensity on HBP image. On **(F)** DWI (b = 800 sec/mm^2^) and **(G)** apparent diffusion coefficient map, lesion (arrows) shows high signal intensity indicating no restricted diffusion. HCA = hepatocellular adenoma](kjr-20-1019-g012){#F12}

![β-catenin-mutated HCA in 44-year-old man without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI demonstrates large mass (arrows) with intermediate signal intensity in liver. Mass (arrows) shows subtle enhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and iso-signal intensity on **(C)** portal venous phase image. **D.** Note iso-signal intensity of mass (arrows) on HBP image.](kjr-20-1019-g013){#F13}

![Focal nodular hyperplasia in 45-year-old woman without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI shows slightly hyperintense mass with hyperintense central scar (arrow) in left lobe of liver. **B.** Mass shows isointensity with hypointense central scar (arrow) on precontrast T1WI. **C.** Arterial phase image shows prominent enhancement of mass with nonenhancing central scar (arrow). **D.** Central scar (arrow) shows delayed enhancement on transitional phase image. **E.** HBP image demonstrates isointense mass with hypointense central scar (arrow).](kjr-20-1019-g014){#F14}

![Hepatic angiomyolipoma in 39-year-old woman without underlying liver disease.\
**A.** T2WI shows hyperintense mass in right lobe of liver. Mass shows hyperenhancement on **(B)** arterial phase image and heterogeneous signal intensity with washout portions (thin arrows) on **(C)** portal venous phase image. **D.** Early draining vein (arrow) connecting to right hepatic vein is noted on arterial phase image. **E.** HBP image shows mass with homogeneous hypointensity, which is lower than signal intensity of spleen (tumor-to-spleen signal intensity ratio: 0.96).](kjr-20-1019-g015){#F15}
